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Hotel Gabl has a great location right next to the Nassereiner lift
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                    Europe's freeride mecca


A skiing holiday in St. Anton is for the experienced skier who will be challenged by demanding mountain terrain. Fanatics get the urge controlled in the ski system Ski Arlberg, which i.a. includes the breathtaking 2811 meters of Valluga Mountain.
                    Book ski holiday 
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                        Hotel Gabl in St. Anton


Hotel Gabl has a great location right next to the Nassereiner lift, which gives you easy access to the entire ski area and ideally you can be the first on the piste every morning. In the afternoon you can also ski directly down to the hotel and only walk the few meters to the hotel's ski cellar. If you want to shop in St. Anton's cozy pedestrian street, it is only 10 minutes walk from the hotel or 3 minutes by ski bus.
                        Our hotel in the Alps 
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                        Get a personal offer


Here you can get a personal offer tailored to your needs and wants. We at Alpeffect Hotels have a huge passion for skiing and active holiday in the Alps, and we would love to help you find your perfect vacation.
                        Get a personal offer today 
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                        Win a travel gift card


Subscribe to our newsletter in cooperation with Alpeffect Hotels and win a travel gift card worth EUR 500 for your next holiday with Alpeffect Hotels.
                        Subscribe to newsletter 
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                Spread love, not COVID-19


Information and safety signs are put up in the hotel.
Disinfection stations are everywhere at the hot spots.
Regular control, disinfection and cleaning of frequently touched surfaces. Constant Cleaning and disinfection of all areas. Use of antiviral products. Training of all employees of the safety measures. Compliance of all current safety measures.
                View our Covid-19 guidelines 
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                        We care for the mountains


Grafenberg Resort is part of the travel koncern SkiTravelGroup and therefore also part of SkiTravelGroup’s Resource Reduction Program, which is our way of living up to our environmental responsibility.
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                        Cancellation policy


For winter bookings we offer free cancellation until October 1st and for summer bookings we offer free cancellation up to 30 days before arrival.
                        View our cancellation policy 
                


    





        



        
			
    

    
        
		
        
                            
    
        
               
        
            
                    We are a part of Alpeffect Hotels


The alpeffect is what stays with you, when you stay with us. From unique active experiences, a comfortable base in one of our hotels, and all the things in between.
                    Book your holiday 
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About Alpeffect Hotels
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            Can we help you?

            
                    Call us 
                    
                        
                            +43 720 230850
                                    
                                    Opening hours
                                        	Monday:	
09:00 - 16:00                                                    
	Tuesday:	
09:00 - 16:00                                                    
	Wednesday:	
09:00 - 16:00                                                    
	Thursday:	
09:00 - 16:00                                                    
	Friday:	
09:00 - 15:00                                                    
	Saturday:	
Closed                                                    
	Sunday:	
Closed                                                    
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